Abstract. We solve a problem mentioned in the article [1] of Berger and Bourn: we prove that in the context of an algebraically coherent semi-abelian category, two natural definitions of the lower central series coincide.
Introduction
In his 1956 article [19] , Higgins introduced a commutator rK 1 , . . . , K n s ď X of n subobjects K 1 , . . . , K n of an object X, for any n ě 2. Remarkable about this definition of his is, that it is not biased towards the case n " 2; in particular, it is far from true that rK 1 , . . . , K n s can always be obtained via nested binary commutators of the form rr¨¨¨rrK 1 , K 2 s, K 3 s, . . . , K n´1 s, K n s. On the other hand, Higgins shows that ternary commutators are in some sense unavoidable, since they occur naturally amongst binary ones, for instance in the join decomposition formula rK 1 , K 2 _ K 3 s " rK 1 , K 2 s _ rK 1 , K 3 s _ rK 1 , K 2 , K 3 s ď X.
His study of the commutator takes place in the context of varieties of Ω-groups, which are pointed varieties of universal algebras, whose theory contains the operations and identities of the theory of groups. As it turns out, the concept is not limited to this setting. The main definitions (which we shall recall below in 1.3) based on the concept of a co-smash product [6] or a cross-effect [18] can be made in pointed regular categories with finite coproducts [22, 15, 17] . Results such as the join decomposition formula hold in any finitely cocomplete homological category (in the sense of Borceux-Bourn [2] ). In particular, they are valid in all JanelidzeMárki-Tholen semi-abelian categories [21] , which by definition are pointed with binary sums, Barr-exact (= regular, and such that every equivalence relation is a kernel pair), and Bourn-protomodular (= the Split Short Five Lemma holds).
Higgins commutators can be used, for instance, to express centrality of higher extensions [12] ; these occur in the context of semi-abelian categories, in the Hopf formulae for homology via Galois theory [11] and in an interpretation of cohomology with trivial coefficients [32] . They also appear in the description of internal crossed modules [20] given in [17] , and are closely related to the treatment of internal actions via cosmash products established in [15] .
The difference between biased and unbiased n-ary commutators is reflected in two distinct approaches towards the concept of nilpotency-see [1] where this is explored in detail. The lower central series is either chosen to consist of nested binary commutators of the form rrX, Xs, Xs-this is the approach followed, for example, by Higgins in the context of Ω-groups [19] , and by Bruck in the context of loops [5] -or, alternatively, its terms are higher Higgins commutators of the form rX, X, Xs, as in [17, 15, 19] . For instance, the commutator-associator filtration of Mostovoy [26, 25] and his co-authors is of the latter type-and not of the former, as explained for instance in [27] . An example, in the context of Moufang loops, showing that the two approaches need not agree is given in [1] . This naturally leads to the question, under which conditions on the surrounding category they do agree.
Our aim in this paper is to provide an answer to that question: to prove that algebraic coherence [7] is a sufficient condition for this to happen. This is a fairly well-studied property satisfied by many semi-abelian categories, including all Orzech categories of interest [30] , excluding loops and non-associative rings. In particular, the categories of groups, (commutative) rings (not necessarily unitary), Lie algebras over a commutative ring with unit, Poisson algebras and associative algebras are all examples, as are all varieties of such algebras, and crossed modules over those. Before going into further details, let us briefly describe our general strategy towards this result.
In Categorical Algebra, several approaches to commutator theory exist. One reason Higgins commutators are relevant is, because they make us better understand the relationship between these different approaches. For instance [17] , the compatibility between Smith commutators and Huq commutators (the so-called Smith is Huq condition pSHq of [23] , see also [2] ) can be expressed as the condition that the commutator inequality rK, L, Xs ď rrK, Ls, Xs _ rK, Ls ď X holds for all K, L X.
In the case of groups, the validity of this commutator inequality may be viewed as a consequence of the classical Three Subgroups Lemma, which says that rrL, M s, Ks ď rrK, Ls, M s _ rrM, Ks, Ls ď X whenever K, L and M are normal subgroups of a group X. Since it can be shown that in the category of groups, the ternary commutator rK, L, M s of K, L, M X decomposes as rrK, Ls, M s _ rrL, M s, Ks _ rrM, Ks, Ls, the Three Subgroups Lemma implies rK, L, Xs " rrK, Ls, Xs _ rrL, Xs, Ks _ rrX, Ks, Ls ď rrK, Ls, Xs _ rrX, Ks, Ls ď rrK, Ls, Xs _ rK, Ls, because rX, Ks ď K by normality of K. With Theorem 7.1 in the article [7] , this is made categorical as follows: Theorem 1.1 (The Three Subobjects Lemma). If K, L and M are normal subobjects of an object X in an algebraically coherent semi-abelian category, then rK, L, M s " rrK, Ls, M s _ rrM, Ks, Ls as subobjects of X. In particular, rrL, M s, Ks ď rrK, Ls, M s _ rrM, Ks, Ls.
As an immediate consequence, we see that in an algebraically coherent semiabelian category, the equality rX, X, Xs " rrX, Xs, Xs holds for any object X. This naturally leads to the main questions of our article: What about n-fold commutators for n ě 3? In particular,
Is there an "n Subobjects Lemma" of which the Three Subobjects Lemma is a special case? Our aim is to give an affirmative answer to this question, under the same conditions. (In the article [1] , Berger and Bourn show that rX, X, Xs " rrX, Xs, Xs in the weaker setting of algebraically distributive categories; we do not know how to extend their proof to higher-order commutators.) We obtain Theorem 4.3, which says that given n ě 3 and any choice of normal subobjects K 1 , . . . , K n of an object X in an algebraically coherent semi-abelian category, the commutator rK 1 , . . . , K n s decomposes as a join of binary commutators ł
It is clear that this solves the "nilpotency problem". Indeed, the first statement of Theorem 6.24 in [1] states the following, of which we are not going to analyse all the details here. Our Corollary 4.4 says that condition (iv) holds in any algebraically coherent semi-abelian category. So, in this context also (i)-(iii) hold. Theorem 1.2. Let C be a semi-abelian category. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) the nilpotency tower of C is homogeneous; (ii) for each n, the n th Birkhoff reflection I n : C Ñ Nil n pCq is of degree ď n; (iii) for each n, an object of C is n-nilpotent if and only if it is n-folded; (iv) for each object X of C, iterated Huq commutator r¨¨¨rrX, Xs, Xs, . . . , Xs and Higgins commutator rX, X, . . . , Xs of same length coincide. Theorem 4.3 will help answering other open questions in Categorical Algebra as well. For instance, work-in-progress such as an interpretation of cohomology with non-trivial coefficients generalising [32] depends on this, as does a categorical version of the results of [28, 29] . Let us now focus on the missing details in the statement of our theorem.
1.3. Definition of the commutator. We start with the binary case, which was first treated in [22] . For the sake of simplicity, we work in a semi-abelian category C. Consider a cospan pk : K Ñ X, l : L Ñ Xq. The Higgins commutator rK, Ls ď X is computed as in the commutative diagram
w is the canonical morphism from the coproduct to the product, ι K,L is its kernel and rK, Ls is the image of the composite pk lq˝ι K,L . The object K˛L is called the co-smash product [6] of K and L.
As explained in [22] , a subobject K ď X is normal (we write K L) if and only if rK, Xs ď K. The normal closure of K ď X may be obtained as the join K _ rK, Xs X. The Huq commutator [2] is the normal closure of rK, Ls in X; by the above, it is the join rK, Ls _ rrK, Ls, Xs.
If the category C is such that rK, Ls X whenever K, L X, then we say that C satisfies normality of Higgins commutators (or condition (NH) for short), see [8] . All Orzech categories of interest [30] satisfy pNHq. On the other hand, the category of (commutative) loops does not: as explained to us by Alan Cigoli, it is not hard to construct an explicit counterexample. In the case of algebras, the condition can be characterised more precisely as follows [13, Theorem 2.12] , via a kind of weak associativity condition. Here K is a field, and Alg K is the variety of non-associative algebras over K, where an object is a K-vector space V equipped with a bilinear operation¨: VˆV Ñ V (which is not necessarily associative). In this context, a normal subobject I X is an ideal, and the commutator rI, Is is I 2 . [30] .
Note that associativity, or the Jacobi identity, are conditions as in (ii).
1.5. Higher-order commutators. We recall the definitions of [6, 17, 15] . Take n ě 2 and consider a collection of arrows pk i :
is such that p π k˝ιKi is ι Ki whenever k ‰ i, and zero otherwise. The Higgins commutator rK 1 , . . . , K n s ď X is computed as in the commutative diagram
it is the image of the composite pk 1¨¨¨kn q˝ι K1,...,Kn .
In the category of groups, for K, L, M ď X, a typical element of rK, L, M s is of the form klk´1l´1mlkl´1k´1m´1, where k P K, l P L and m P M . In the category of loops, kplmq{pklqm belongs to the commutator rK, L, M s, and in the variety Alg K , so does pklqm.
Higgins commutators have excellent stability properties. Here we give a summary of those we shall need later on.
Then we have the following (in)equalities of subobjects:
One concrete application of a higher Higgins commutator is in the expression of the Smith is Huq condition pSHq mentioned above. Let R and S be equivalence relations on an object X, and let K and L X denote their normalisations (= zeroclasses). Theorem 4.16 in [17] says that the normalisation of the Smith/Pedicchio commutator [31, 2] of R and S is the normal subobject rK, Ls _ rK, L, Xs of X. As a consequence, the condition pSHq holds if and only if this join is a subobject of the Huq commutator rK, Ls _ rrK, Ls, Xs of K and L. Hence the category C satisfies both conditions pSHq and pNHq if and only if rK, L, Xs ď rK, Ls whenever K, L X. We now describe a convenient class of categories having this property, and (as it turns out) even satisfying a higher-order version of it.
1.7. Algebraically coherent categories. The category PtpCq of points in C has split epimorphisms with a chosen splitting, so pairs pp : Z Ñ X, s : X Ñ Zq where p˝s " 1 X , as objects and natural transformations between those as morphisms. The fibre over an object X of C is written Pt X pCq; a morphism from pp, sq to
Given any morphism f : X 1 Ñ X we may pull back or push out along it, and thus obtain the change-of-base functors f˚: Pt X pCq Ñ Pt X 1 pCq and f˚:
where f˚% f˚. Recall that Bourn-protomodularity is equivalent to the condition that the functors f˚are conservative. A semi-abelian category C is said to be algebraically coherent [7] when moreover the functors f˚are coherent, which means that they preserve finite limits and jointly extremally epimorphic pairs of arrows.
In the special case where f " ¡ X : 0 Ñ X for some X in C, we find the functor ¡X : Pt X pCq Ñ C : pp, sq Þ Ñ Kerppq and its left adjoint
Given an object Y , the process of first applying the left adjoint p¡ X q˚to it, then the right adjoint ¡X to the result yields an object X5Y , which is the kernel in the short exact sequence
The adjunction p¡ X q˚% ¡X is monadic: the functor X5´: C Ñ C is part of a monad, whose algebras are the internal actions of X; via a semidirect product construction [4, 3] , the category of X-actions in C is equivalent to Pt X pCq. Here we only need the monad's unit: the inclusion
For a semi-abelian category C, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) C is algebraically coherent;
(ii) the change-of-base functors ¡X : Pt X pCq Ñ C are coherent; (iii) the natural comparison morphism pX5ι Y X5ι Z q : X5Y`X5Z Ñ X5pY`Zq is a regular epimorphism, for each choice of X, Y , Z P C.
All locally algebraically cartesian closed semi-abelian categories [14] are examples, since then the comparison morphisms of condition (iii) are isomorphisms. We find groups, Lie algebras, crossed modules, cocommutative Hopf algebras over a field of characteristic zero. Next we have all Orzech categories of interest. In the case of non-associative algebras, we find that algebraic coherence is equivalent to the conditions of Theorem 1.4.
1.9. Structure of the text. Section 2 gives an overview of notations and basic results having to do with cubic extensions and cross-effects. This is used in Section 3 where we prove a key technical result: Theorem 3.3, a commutator inequality that generalises pSHq+pNHq to higher commutators. It says that for n ě 2, given n normal subobjects K 1 , . . . , K n of an object X in an algebraically coherent semiabelian category, the pn`1q-fold commutator rK 1 , . . . , K n , Xs is contained in the n-fold commutator rK 1 , . . . , K n s. Indeed, when n " 2, this implies
so that rK 1 , K 2 s X (the condition pNHq holds) while
(the condition pSHq holds). This result is crucial in Section 4, where it is used in the proof that higher commutators decompose into joins of nested lower-order commutators (Proposition 4.2). This easily leads to Theorem 4.3, the "n Subobjects Lemma".
Preliminaries on extensions and cross-effects
The concept of an n-cubic extension first occurred in the approach to homology via categorical Galois theory [9, 11] ; closely related to this is the fact that central n-cubic extensions are classified by the higher cohomology groups [32] . We need cubic extensions here because they allow an alternative description of a co-smash product and, more generally, a cross-effect as the so-called direction of a certain n-cubic extension. This allows us to deduce certain information about those crosseffects or co-smash products.
2.1. Extensions. We first recall some definitions and properties from [11, 10] . For n ą 0 we consider the setn -t1, . . . , nu. By an n-fold arrow A in C we mean a contravariant functor A : Ppnq op Ñ C; 0-fold arrows are objects of C. A morphism between n-fold arrows A and B is a natural transformation f : A ñ B. We write Arr 0 pCq -C, and when n ą 0, Arr n pCq -FunpPpnq op , Cq for the category of n-fold arrows and morphisms between them. If A is an n-fold arrow and I Ďn, then ApIq denotes the image of I by the functor A. Thus for simplicity, sometimes, the n-fold arrow A is written as an n-cube A -pApIqq IĎn in C.
An
in Arr n´2 pCq such that all arrows in the diagram are pn´1q-cubic extensions.
Lemma 2.2. In a regular Mal'tsev category, any split epimorphism between n-cubic extensions is an pn`1q-cubic extension.
Proof. This follows by induction from Lemma 3.2 in [10] via its Example 3.14.
A 1-fold arrow is a split 1-cubic extension when it is a split epimorphism. By induction, an pn`1q-fold arrow is a split pn`1q-cubic extension (an "pn`1q-fold split epimorphism") when it is a split epimorphism of split n-cubic extension. By the above lemma it is indeed an extension; this may be generalised as follows, to a property which in fact characterises Mal'tsev categories amongst regular ones [10] : Lemma 2.3. In a regular Mal'tsev category, any regular epimorphism between split n-cubic extensions is an pn`1q-cubic extension.
Proof. We may view any regular epimorphism between split n-cubic extensions as a split epimorphism between n-cubic extensions. The result now follows from Lemma 2.2.
We now focus on a special type of n-cubic extensions: those obtained out of coproducts of a given finite collection of objects.
2.4. Split extensions obtained via coproducts. We write EpX 1 , . . . , X n q for the n-cubic extension defined by
for I Ďn-in particular, EpX 1 , . . . , X n qpHq " 0-and
whenever i PnzI, which sends X i to zero and X k for k P I to itself via 1 X k . Note that it is a split n-cubic extension. A canonical splitting p ι Xi of p π Xi is
2.5. Cross-effects. A co-smash product is a special instance of a cross-effect ; we recall definitions and properties from [17, 1] . Let F : C Ñ D be a functor from a pointed category with finite sums C to a pointed finitely complete category D. The n th cross-effect of F is the functor
. . .
Equivalently, when D is semi-abelian, Cr n pF qpX 1 , . . . , X n q is the kernel of the regular epimorphism
here L`F EpX 1 , . . . , X n q˘is the limit of the diagram F`EpX 1 , . . . , X n q˘restricted to the category pPpnqztnuq op and λ F X1,...,Xn is the universally induced comparison morphism. We also write F pX 1 |¨¨¨|X n q for Cr n pF qpX 1 , . . . , X n q.
In particular, when F is the identity functor 1 C , we obtain X 1˛¨¨¨˛Xn -1 C pX 1 |¨¨¨|X n q " Cr n p1 C qpX 1 , . . . , X n q, the co-smash product of X 1 , . . . , X n as in 1.5. We find a short exact sequence
in the semi-abelian category C.
The direction of an extension. [32]
The direction D n pEq of an n-cubic extension E is the kernel in C of the comparison morphism λ E : Epnq Ñ LpEq, universally induced by the property of LpEq " lim JĹn EpJq. This defines a functor
In particular, the co-smash product X 1˛¨¨¨˛Xn is the direction D n pEpX 1 , . . . , X nof the n-cube EpX 1 , . . . , X n q.
Lemma 2.7. In a pointed regular category C, for each n ě 1 the direction functor D n : Ext n pCq Ñ C : E Þ Ñ D n pEq preserves extensions.
Proof. For n " 1 the result follows immediately. Now let E be an n-cubic extension in C, with n ą 1. Then E can be viewed as a morphism E : DompEq Ñ CodpEq in Ext n´1 pCq between the pn´1q-cubic extensions DompEq and CodpEq. Since E is an n-cubic extension, in the diagram
the right-hand side square is a double extension in C. Hence D n´1 pEq is a regular epimorphism, so an extension, in C.
Consider objects K 1 , . . . , K n and X in C. Then we may view the pn`1q-cubic extension EpK 1 , . . . , K n , Xq as a morphism E X pK 1 , . . . , K n q Ñ EpK 1 , . . . , K n q in Arr n pCq, where the domain n-cubic extension E X pK 1 , . . . , K n q is the subdiagram determined by the coproducts of the form X`š iPI K i .
Lemma 2.8. Consider objects K 1 , . . . , K n and X in a pointed regular category C. The functor ¡X : Pt X pCq Ñ C sends the direction p¡ X q˚pK 1 q˛X¨¨¨˛X p¡ X q˚pK n q of the n-cube Epp¡ X q˚pK 1 q, . . . , p¡ X q˚pK nin Pt X pCq to the direction of the n-cube E X pK 1 , . . . , K n q in C.
Proof. The forgetful functor
Dom : Pt X pCq Ñ C : pp : Z Ñ X, s : X Ñ Zq Þ Ñ Z sends the n-cubic extension Epp¡ X q˚pK 1 q, . . . , p¡ X q˚pK nin Pt X pCq to the n-cubic extension E X pK 1 , . . . , K n q in C. Since the functor ¡X : Pt X pCq Ñ C preserves all kernels, we have ¡X`p¡ X q˚pK 1 q˛X¨¨¨˛X p¡ X q˚pK n q˘" Ker`¡X pλ p¡ X q˚pK1q,...,p¡ X q˚pKnq q˘.
Now in the diagram
¡X`p¡ X q˚pK 1 q˛X¨¨¨˛X p¡ X q˚pK n q❴ ker`¡X pλ p¡ X q˚pK 1 q,...,p¡ X q˚pKn˘ , 2 Ker`Dompλ p¡ X q˚pK1q,...,p¡ X q˚pKnq q❴ ker`Dompλ p¡ X q˚pK 1 q,...,p¡ X q˚pKn¡X`p¡ X q˚pK 1 q`X¨¨¨`X p¡ X q˚pK n q¡X`λ p¡ X q˚pK 1 q,...,p¡ X q˚pKn q˘❴
where
the bottom square is a pullback, since it is a morphism between kernels of two morphism with a common codomain (namely X). This proves that the top dotted morphism is an isomorphism ¡X`p¡ X q˚pK 1 q˛X¨¨¨˛X p¡ X q˚pK n q˘-Ker`Dompλ p¡ X q˚pK1q,...,p¡ X q˚pKnq q˘.
Since the functor Dom : Pt X pCq Ñ C preserves finite limits, we have
We obtain an equality of vertical kernels ¡X`p¡ X q˚pK 1 q˛X¨¨¨˛X p¡ X q˚pK n q❴ ker`Dompλ p¡ X q˚pK 1 q,...,p¡ X q˚pKn˘ D n`EX pK 1 , . . . , K n q❴ ker`λ E X pK 1 ,...,Kn q Dom`p¡ X q˚pK 1 q`X¨¨¨`X p¡ X q˚pK n qD ompλ p¡ X q˚pK 1 q,...,p¡ X q˚pKn❴ K 1`¨¨¨`Kn`X λ E X pK 1 ,...,Kn q ❴ Dom`LpEpp¡ X q˚pK 1 q, . . . , p¡ X q˚pK n qq˘L`E X pK 1 , . . . , K n q˘, which finishes the proof.
A commutator inequality
The aim of this section is to prove a key technical result: Theorem 3.3, which says that for n ě 2, given n normal subobjects K 1 , . . . , K n of an object X in an algebraically coherent semi-abelian category, the pn`1q-fold commutator rK 1 , . . . , K n , Xs is contained in the n-fold commutator rK 1 , . . . , K n s. This generalises-see the paragraph preceding 1.7-the condition pSHq+pNHq, which by [17] may be seen as the special case where n " 2, and will turn out to be crucial for the proofs in the next section.
We start with Proposition 3.2, a generalisation of Proposition 6.9 in [7] which says that coherent functors preserve binary Higgins commutators.
Given objects X 1 , . . . , X n in a pointed regular category with binary coproducts, write ι i : X i Ñ X 1`¨¨¨`Xn for the canonical inclusion. Note that this is a jointly extremally epimorphic family [2, Proposition A.4.18] . The next lemma then follows immediately from the definition of a coherent functor, which preserves finite limits and finite jointly extremally epimorphic families of arrows.
Lemma 3.1. Let F : C Ñ D be a coherent functor between pointed regular categories with binary coproducts. Then for any X 1 , . . . , X n in C, the arrow pF pι 1 q¨¨¨F pι n: F pX 1 q`¨¨¨`F pX n q Ñ F pX 1`¨¨¨`Xn q is a regular epimorphism in D. Proof. Consider n ě 2 and let K 1 , . . . , K n be subobjects of an object X in C, each represented by a monomorphism denoted k i : K i Ñ X. Since the n-cubic extension EpK 1 , . . . , K n q from 2.4 is a split n-cubic extension, so is the n-cube F pEpK 1 , . . . , K n qq. By Lemma 3.1, the canonical comparison morphism r : EpF pK 1 q, . . . , F pK nÑ F pEpK 1 , . . . , K nis a regular epimorphism between split n-cubic extensions. Note that the components of r do indeed commute with the compatible splittings of 2.4. All faces of r are regular epimorphisms of split epimorphisms, since for all I Ĺn and any i PnzI, both squares in
commute. Hence by Lemma 2.3, the pn`1q-cube r is an extension. Since the coherent functor F preserves all limits, the direction of F pEpK 1 , . . . , K nis the object F pK 1˛¨¨¨˛Kn q. By Lemma 2.7, the morphism D n prq : F pK 1 q˛¨¨¨˛F pK n q Ñ F pK 1˛¨¨¨˛Kn q which we find when taking directions is a regular epimorphism. Since the coherent functor F is regular, it preserves image factorisations. Hence F prK 1 , . . . , K n sq is the image of the morphism
which is also the image of F ppk 1¨¨¨kn qq˝F pι K1,...,Kn q˝D n prq " pF pk 1 q¨¨¨F pk n qq˝ι F pK1q,...,F pKnq , which is nothing but the commutator rF pK 1 q, . . . , F pK n qs.
If C is a semi-abelian algebraically coherent category, then for any object X of C we may apply this result to the functor ¡X : Pt X pCq Ñ C : pp, sq Þ Ñ Kerppq, and thus we obtain: Theorem 3.3. In a semi-abelian algebraically coherent category, consider n ě 2, and n subobjects K 1 , . . . , K n of an object X. Write K i X for the normal closure of
Proof. On the one hand, the co-smash product K 1˛¨¨¨˛Kn˛X is the direction of the pn`1q-cubic extension EpK 1 , . . . , K n , Xq. The commutator on the left hand side of the inequality ( * ) is the image of the composite morphism
On the other hand, for each 1 ď i ď n we may consider the point
w : K i`X Ñ XˆX in C may be viewed as a morphism of points with codomain
Its image is a subobject pp i :
w q have a Higgins commutator in Pt X pCq, which coincides with the image of the composite arrow
considered as a morphism θ in Pt X pCq. Here the first arrow is the canonical inclusion, and the second arrow is induced by the k
Since coherent functors preserve image factorisations, Proposition 3.2 tells us that the change-of-base functor ¡X : Pt X pCq Ñ C sends this commutator to the image of the composite
where the first arrow is the canonical inclusion, and the second arrow is induced by the pk i 1 X q˝κ X,Ki : X5K i Ñ K i`X Ñ X. The image of this latter morphism being the normal closure K i of K i in X-see [22] , [24] , or [7] -the functor ¡X : Pt X pCq Ñ C sends the given commutator in Pt X pCq to the commutator rK 1 , . . . , K n s on the right hand side of the inequality ( * ). Further, note that the canonical comparison arrow ρ : pX5K 1 q˛¨¨¨˛pX5K n q Ñ ¡X`p¡ X q˚pK 1 q˛X¨¨¨˛X p¡ X q˚pK n qȋ s a regular epimorphism by algebraic coherence. Indeed, the functor X5´: C Ñ C is coherent and ¡X`p¡ X q˚pK 1 q`X¨¨¨`X p¡ X q˚pK n q˘" X5`EpK 1 , . . . , E n q˘. The claim holds because the pn`1q-cube EpX5K 1 , . . . , X5K n q Ñ X5`EpK 1 , . . . , E n qȋ s an pn`1q-extension, so that in the diagram
he bottom square is a double extension, and then the top morphismρ is a regular epimorphism. Furthermore, the restriction of the limit cone
š n k"2 X k r r r r r Figure 1 . Cosmash products as cross-effects 4. The "n Subobjects Lemma"
In this section we extend Theorem 1.1-the Three Subobjects Lemma of [7] , valid in any algebraically coherent semi-abelian category-to higher-order Higgins commutators. This is Theorem 4.3 below. Its proof, whose validity strongly depends on Theorem 3.3, is a variation on the proof Theorem 7.1 in [7] . Another key ingredient of the proof is the fact that for any given objects X 1 , . . . , X n of C, the n th cross-effect of the identity functor X 1˛¨¨¨˛Xn is the pn´1q st cross-effect of the binary cosmash product functor X 1˛´: C Ñ C. We give a full proof of this result, which (in its most general form) occurs in the currently only partially published manuscript [16] as Lemma 2.20.
Proposition 4.1. Let C be a pointed finitely complete and finitely cocomplete category. Then there is a natural isomorphism X 1˛¨¨¨˛Xn -pX 1˛´q pX 2 |¨¨¨|X n q " Cr n´1 pX 1˛´q pX 2 , . . . , X n q for objects X 1 , . . . , X n in C. In particular, we find X 1˛¨¨¨˛Xn as a kernel of the comparison morphism
Proof. Our strategy is to construct the diagram in Figure 1 , whose top vertical arrows are kernels of the bottom vertical arrows, and whose middle row is a short exact sequence. Once we have all solid arrows, ι and ι 1 are induced; it then suffices that v is a monomorphism for ι 1 to factor over the kernel of u as an inverse ι 2 of ι. We let
Figure 2. Constructing the object A Then clearly v is a monomorphism, because all of the v i are. We see that the square (6) commutes, because p π X1˝ιX 1 ,
by naturality of ι.
We let
where the p Y denote product projections, and show that the triangle (;) commutes:
..,Xn " p1 X1 0¨¨¨0q and
This finishes the proof.
Proposition 4.2. Let C be an algebraically coherent semi-abelian category. If K 1 , . . . , K n are normal subobjects of an object X in C, where n ě 3, then
Proof. We consider Figure 2 , where  1,i is the kernel of the canonical epimorphism
which is split by the monomorphism τ i as in 1.7. Note that the upper row in this diagram is exact, because kernels commute with kernels, and any split epimorphism is the cokernel of its kernel. As in 2.5, we may see that both rows in the diagram
are short exact sequences. Being a regular epimorphism between split pn´1q-cubic extensions, the canonical comparison morphism for some k P t2, . . . , nu. It then follows by Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 1.6 that
The higher commutators in T of length n ă l ď 2pn´1q, with l " n`p, are of the form
where 2 ď k 1 ă¨¨¨ă k p ď n. Using Theorem 3.3, Proposition 1.6, and the property pNHq, we see that
. . , K n s, because Ž n k"2 rK 2 , . . . , K k´1 , rK 1 , K k s, K k`1 , . . . , K n s is a normal subobject of the commutator rK 2 , . . . , K n s, as a join of normal subobjects. Indeed for all k P t2, . . . , nu, Proposition 1.6 and Theorem 3.3 give rrK 2 , . . . , K n s, rK 2 , . . . , K k´1 , rK 1 , K k s, K k`1 , . . . , K n ss ď rK 2 , . . . , K k´1 , K k , rK 1 , K k s, K k`1 , . . . , K n s ď rK 2 , . . . , K k´1 , X, rK 1 , K k s, K k`1 , . . . , K n s ď rK 2 , . . . , K k´1 , rK 1 , K k s, K k`1 , . . . , K n s.
The claim follows from [22, Proposition 6.2] . Now, since by Proposition 1.6 we have rK 2 , . . . , K k´1 , rK 1 , K k s, K k`1 , . . . , K n s " rrK 1 , K k s, K 2 , . . . , K k´1 , K k`1 , . . . , K n s ď rK 1 , K k , K 2 , . . . , K k´1 , K k`1 , . . . , K n s " rK 1 , . . . , K n s for all k P t2, . . . , nu, it follows that rK 1 , . . . , K n s " n ł k"2 rK 2 , . . . , K k´1 , rK 1 , K k s, K k`1 , . . . K n s, which proves our claim. Theorem 4.3 (The n Subobjects Lemma). Let C be an algebraically coherent semiabelian category. Consider normal subobjects K 1 , . . . , K n of an object X in C, where n ě 3. Then rK 1 , . . . , K n s decomposes as a join of binary commutators: rK 1 , . . . , K n s " ł σPSn r¨¨¨rrK σp1q , K σp2q s, K σp3q s, . . . , K σpnq s.
Proof. We prove this by induction on n. For n " 3, given normal subobjects K 1 , K 2 and K 3 of an object X, Proposition 4.2 implies rrK 2 , K 3 s, K 1 s ď rK 1 , K 2 , K 3 s " rrK 1 , K 2 s, K 3 s _ rK 2 , rK 1 , K 3 ss, which is also the content of Theorem 7.1 in [7] . This proves our claim for n " 3. Now take n ě 4 and assume that the claim is valid for all Higgins commutators of length strictly less than n. Using pNHq and the induction hypothesis, we may see that each term of the decomposition of rK 1 , . . . , K n s provided by Proposition 4.2 may be further decomposed into binary Higgins commutators. If we set L k " rK 1 , K k s X, then by the induction hypothesis we have rK 2 , . . . , K k´1 , L k , K k`1 , . . . , K n s " rL k , K 2 , . . . , K k´1 , K k`1 , . . . , K n s " ł σPP r¨¨¨rrL σpkq , K σp2q s, K σp3q s, . . . , K σpk´1q s, K σpk`1q s, K σpk`2q s, . . . , K σpnq s " ł σPP r¨¨¨rrrK 1 , K σpkq s, K σp2q s, K σp3q s, . . . , K σpk´1q s, K σpk`1q s, . . . , K σpnq s for any k P t2, . . . , nu, where P ď S n is the group of permutations of t2, . . . , nu. Hence rK 1 , . . . , K n s may be decomposed into a join of binary commutators as n ł k"2 ł σPP r¨¨¨rrrK 1 , K σpkq s, K σp2q s, K σp3q s, . . . , K σpk´1q s, K σpk`1q s, . . . , K σpnq s.
If we write this subobject of X as rK 1 , . . . , K n s´, and we denote the join of binary commutators on the right hand side of ( †) by rK 1 , . . . , K n s`, then Proposition 1.6 tells us that rK 1 , . . . , K n s`ď rK 1 , . . . , K n s. We now have rK 1 , . . . , K n s " rK 1 , . . . , K n s´ď rK 1 , . . . , K n s`ď rK 1 , . . . , K n s, which proves that rK 1 , . . . , K n s " rK 1 , . . . , K n s`. Corollary 4.4. In an algebraically coherent semi-abelian category, rX, . . . , X loooomoooon n terms s " r¨¨¨rrX, Xs, Xs, . . . , X looooooooomooooooooon n terms s for any object X and any n ě 3.
